Durante el comienzo de un programa de inspección usando espectroscopia de rendija larga con FORS2 en PNe y sus halos, descubrimos por casualidad seis galaxias de fondo de emisión (ELGs) con valores de corrimiento al rojo de z = 0.2057, 0.3137, 0.37281, 0.4939, 0.7424 y 0.8668, respectivamente. Claramente estas galaxias no pertenecen a un cúmulo en común. Hemos derivado las principales propiedades físicas de estos objetos. Considerando que se ha usado una rendija larga que cubre unárea del cielo de tan solo 570 arcsec 2 (= 4.3 × 10 −5 grados cuadrados), discutimos el futuro potencial en el uso de datos de archivo en el descubrimiento por casualidad de estos objetos, mas allá de los extensos programas de inspeccion actualmente en desarrollo y los futuros. Hemos concluido que estos datos de archivo representan un verdadero potencial para extender el total de datos de ELGs sin efectos de selección.
INTRODUCTION
Emission line galaxies (ELGs) are frequently found in the universe. They are important to study environments of star formation and the more active environments in active galactic nuclei. New massive multi object (MOS) spectrograph surveys on ELGs (e.g. eBOSS on SDSS-IV) observe dedicated fields like the polar caps (see e.g. Delubac et al. 2017 , and references therein) and cover a few hundred thousand targets soon. They use selections by photometric characteristics of ELGs to position the slits. Tests have shown that this will introduce only a marginal selection bias due to the size of the samples. The pilot survey already covered 9000 spectra (Comparat et al. 2016) . A very recent survey of the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) consortium during guaranteed time (Herenz et al. 2017 ) aiming in detection of ELGs will cover completely the area with this new instrument. No photometric selection is required as no MOS slits have to be positioned. It finally will cover 120 arcmin 2 of the CANDELS/Deep area of the Chandra Deep Field South.
On the other hand serendipitous surveys are normally only carried out during space missions and analysis of space mission data, e.g. The CambridgeCambridge ROSAT Serendipity Survey (Boyle et al. 1995) , The ISO Serendipity Survey (Klaas et al. 1997) , The ASCA Hard Serendipitous Survey (della Ceca et al. 2001) , The XMM-Newton Serendipitous Survey (Watson et al. 2001) , The Swift XRT serendipitous deep survey (Moretti et al. 2006) and The NuSTAR Serendipitous Survey (Lansbury et al. 2017) . Future plans also include next generation space telescopes like the James Webb Space Telescope incorporating the Medium Resolution Spectrometer (Bonato et al. 2017) .
They show that in addition to dedicated surveys, existing archival data provide a huge amount of data for serendipitous detections. This is, as the observations were taken for different other purposes originally, without any selection bias. In this paper we report on the discovery of six ELGs in FORS2 long-slit spectra taken within the framework of a detailed investigation of a recently discovered thin halo around the planetary nebula (PN) IC 5148 and discuss the potential of further serendipitous discoveries by a survey of the whole archive of this instrument.
DATA
The spectra were taken with the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph 2 (FORS2) (Appenzeller et al. 1998 ) mounted on the Cassegrain focus of ESO VLT UT1 (Antu) in the nights October 5 th , 2016 from 3:15 to 4:03 UT, October 6 th , 2016 from 0:15 to 0:30 UT and October 10 th , 2016 from 1:17 to 1:45 UT in service mode. In total 7 spectra were obtained, 3 with a position angle 30 o and 4 with a position angle 150 o (from N over E) on the sky trough the center of the PN IC 5148. The slit position was selected to cover some features in wide halo of the PN. We used the long-slit mode of FORS2 since this enabled us to cover the entire halo using the full slit length of 6. 8 with the standard collimator (slit width = 0. 7). All spectra were taken with 14 minutes exposure time. We used GRISM 300V and the GG435 order separation filter, covering a wavelength range from 455 to 889 nm. The MIT/LL CCD mosaic and the standard focal reducer collimator result in a 0. 2518 pixel −1 spatial resolution. This setup leads to a final wavelength dispersion of 0.33 nm pixel −1 . The night sky lines were measured with a resolution R = ∆λ/λ of 200 and R = 360 at the blue end and the red end of the spectrum, respectively. We derived a FWHM of the stellar sources along the slit of about 1. 17 at the blue end and 0. 95 at the red part of the spectrum. This corresponds well to the reported DIMM seeing of the ESO meteo monitor of 1. 1 @500 nm. The data were reduced incorporating the standard calibration mode using the ESO FORS pipeline v5.3.11 (Freudling et al. 2013 ).
The resulting flux calibration was compared with the expected continuum flux of the central star of the PN finding differences less than 2.5%. We used the software package molecfit Kausch et al. 2015 ) to create a model of the telluric absorption lines by applying it on the high S/N central star spectrum. As the PN and its extended halo covered the whole slit length we used the software skycorr (Noll et al. 2014) to correct for the sky emission lines. This approach enabled us to derive a post correction of the wavelength calibration, too. Finally we averaged the spectra for each sky direction to achieve the final spectra of the faint sources used for this study. Fig. 1 shows the field with the PN, and the slit including the positions of the ELGs. Since the targets are hardly visible on the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS) frame, we also show the 200 seconds HST WFPC2 exposure taken with the F814W filter, which covers the southern part of the PN and covers 3 of our targets.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Due to the difference redshift, clearly they do not belong to a common cluster structure. We derived the coordinates of target #1, #2 and #5 by means of the HST field, being therefore more accurate than the coordinates of targets #3, #4 and #6, which were determined using the location of the emission lines in the slit relative to the central star of the PN. To calculate the distances, luminosities and redshift based color corrections, we used the online cosmology calculator by Wright (2006) , linked in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). We further used the same cosmology (H 0 = 73.0 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω Matter = 0.27 and Ω Vacuum = 0.73) as included in NED. The applied extinction corrected was the method of Schlegel et al. (1998) This galaxy is completely covered by the main rim of the PN. The spectral regions around the emission lines are given in Fig. 2 . The nitrogen lines are only upper limits and the sulphur lines marginally detected since they are near the noise level. From the integrated spectrum of all 3 frames we obtained individual redshifts for the lines (c.f. Table 1) . The H β line shows a slightly smaller profile and a slightly lower redshift then all other lines. The profile even was somewhat smaller than that measured on night sky lines. Since we removed a very strong He I line of the PN at its red edge we assume a contamination and use only the blue part for a final fit of the intensity. Furthermore this line was not included to the total redshift calculation. The redshifts, line intensities, target coordinates, the calculated distance modulus, and the line luminosities are summarized in Table 1 . The Balmer series resemble a H α/H β line ratio, which is nonphysical for electron temperatures above a few thousands of degrees Osterbrock & Ferland (2006) . Moreover, the H α/H γ is, within the expected errors of a few percent in line fluxes as expected. We thus have to assume that the contamination of H β by the PN line mentioned above caused a flux error of up to 15% for this line. The continuum in the spectrum resembles a fairly blue object, although our blue cutoff at 450nm does not show the region around the Balmer jump at the given redshift.
3.2. Galaxy #2 (z = 0.3720):
J215931.28−392425.4
This galaxy appears very faint on the HST/F814W image.
There is a whole group of such low surface brightness objects on the image visible within a radius of about 0.5 . However, the emission lines are in good contrast to the sky background and the noise (see Fig. 3, Table 2) ).
The galaxy is, although dust extinction would affect the oxygen line luminosity more than the hydrogen lines, exceptionally bright in its O II emission (Table 2) The coordinates in the slit of galaxy #3 correspond fairly well to that of the source USNO−B1 0506−0808786. Its m DSS J =21. m 1 also fits to the brightness of the continuum in the spectrum. The NED source GALEXASC J215944.22-392017.3 is 5 westwards half way to the about 15 magnitude 2MASS 21594450-3920191 source, which certainly was not in the slit of our spectrum. Although the coordinates of the GALEX source and the uncertainty of only 2. 0 given in (Seibert et al. 2012) do not fit well, we tend to believe that we identified this source since it was detected only in the NUV band of the GALEX as a 5 σ source (Fig. 5) . Despite the redshift of nearly 0.5 it is the brightest of the sources in the optical continuum (Fig. 4) . Values of log(O III/H β) = −0.09 and log(O II/H β) = +0.41 (Table 3 ) also indicate the galaxy being of composite type in the scheme of Marocco et al. (2011) . 
Galaxy #4 (z = 0.8668): J215943.7−392012
This target is only 3. 2 northeast of galaxy #3. However, we found it to be the target with the highest redshift in our sample (Fig. 6) . It is the only This target is very near to the PN center. Thus, the large variations of the PN emission lines do not allow a complete removal of them (Fig. 7) . Although the redshift should allow the detection of the [Mg II] 279.8 nm UV line, we could not detect it as its wavelength coincidences exactly with that of the H β line of the PN. The H β line of the galaxy is lost in telluric emission lines of the OH molecule (Table 5) . ination. (Fig. 8, Table 5 ). The positional uncertainties of 0. 6 given in the catalog of WISE J215942.81−392533.2 do not fit to the 3. 5 distance to our target. Nevertheless, we believe these objects to be identical. Visual inspection of the WISE image (Cutri et al. 2013) at CDS/Aladin (Bonnarel et al. 2000) show a very weak source at the detection limit and the bright stellar source WISE J215941.03−392547.1 nearby has a FWHM of 8. 2 on the image (Fig. 9) . Thus the realistic positional error in the WISE data should be higher.
DIAGNOSTIC DIAGRAMS
Although the sample is small and only a few line ratios are completely given one can get a first guess about these galaxies in the classical diagnostic diagrams following the BPT scheme (Baldwin et al. 1981 ). We applied the same analysis as proposed by Kewley et al. (2006) , Lamareille (2010) and Marocco et al. (2011) . As our sample covers a redshift domain from 0.2 < z < 0.9 we selected the VIMOS VLT Deep Survey (VVDS) data set of Lamareille et al. (2009) , studying a large data set with the same redshift domain. Galaxies #1 and #6 are the only ones having redshifts allowing to investigate the region around H α. Although the S II and N II lines are limits or marginally detected , giving large error bars. In case of #6 the H β) was estimates from the theoretical H α/H β ratio and the error bars assume the unknown extinction to be from 0 < A V < 3 m . For galaxies #2 and #3 we can use the blue line ratios directly and for #6 with the same access as above too (Fig. 10) . For #4 and #5 we do not have any complete pair of line ratios. All galaxies seem to belong to the family of normal star forming galaxies, although #1 is very near to the border to the Seyfert 2 galaxies.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We reported on the discovery of six emission line galaxies within only two long-slit observation taken with the FORS2 spectrograph. The large spread of redshifts show, that these galaxies not are the result of a single bound cluster structure. Although upcoming large surveys on ELGs will give a very high statistics in nearby future, the serendipitous discoveries reported here show the potential of a survey based on the FORS2 ESO archive. Since we detected our sample in only two slit pointings covering a sky area of only 570 arcsec 2 , we expect the number of potential further candidates to be very large, in particular since FORS2 is in operation for more than a decade as one of the first-light VLT instruments. FORS2 is also one of the work horses at the VLT, and the spectrograph with the largest duty cycle without major changes on 8m class telescopes, leading to frequent scheduling and a high pointing Lamareille (2010) . The delimiter lines between the different galaxy types were defined by Veilleux & Osterbrock (1987) , Kewley et al. (2001) , Kauffmann et al. (2003) and Kewley et al. (2006) . The underlying grey symbols are the galaxies of the VVDS. Open one sided error bars denote upper limits.
coverage on the entire sky. Conducting a systematic serendipity survey based on FORS archival data will therefore lead to a large sample of ELGs completely unbiased by any selection criteria based on spatial distributions. That would be, as to our knowledge, the very first attempt to use archival observations on optical slit spectroscopy to obtain a Serendipity Survey. Although the work of Thompson & Djorgovski (1995) is called Serendipitous Long-Slit Surveys for Primeval Galaxies it is only comparable in technique. It was obtained form dedicated pointing observations for this very extragalactic survey and not as byproduct of other observations and thus is restricted to a very limited deep field. Looking to the ESO archive we found about 20 000 pointings at galactic latitudes above 20 o and appropriate exposure times of ≥15 minutes. Moreover using this approach we do not introduce a photometric preselection, as e.g. Delubac et al. (2017) , leading to an unbiased sample. The size of the telescope, being much larger than the typical 2-4m class survey telescopes, and the exposures often going to one hour and more, will pick also galaxies with fairly small emission line contrast on top of their continuum.
As the publication of the first 20% of the MUSEWide survey (Herenz et al. 2017) shows, this instrument will add an additional possibility soon, when more data gets public. They detected in the dedicated pointings 831 emission line galaxies in 22 arcmin 2 on the sky with 1 hour exposures each. Their survey is 140 times larger and the exposure time was about a factor of 2 larger. Downsizing to our test area of 0.16 arcmin 2 , the number of 5.9 expected detections is pretty much the same as we got. A future extension to MUSE thus seems to be an attractive option too, although the required data handling will be more sophisticated.
